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A. service elasticity
B. self-service access
C. usage-based billing
D. rapid service provisioning

Answer: D

QUESTION: 91
Which capacity provisioning capabilities are required for a cloud operational environment?

A. provision new servers for new workloads
B. provision discrete IP network and SAN addresses
C. monitor server, storage, and network services through a single console
D. provision server, storage, and network into or within an existing infrastructure

Answer: D

QUESTION: 92
What are two key consideration for application migration when planning a move to cloud
infrastructure? (Choose two.)

A. ensure the application uses native code
B. ensure the application has a Web front-end
C. ensure the application uses latest technology
D. ensure the the application uses open source software
E. ensure there is a loose coupling with other systems in the enterprise

Answer: B, E

QUESTION: 93
Which monitoring component of cloud computing is available with IBM Cloudburst on
Power?

A. IBM Tivoli Access Manager
B. IBM Systems Director Standard Edition
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C. IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manger for Power Monitoring
D. IBM Tivoli Composite Application Manager for Applications

Answer: B

QUESTION: 94
What type of technology enables insight into cloud resource utilization and allows companies
to inventory and manage cloud infrastructure components?

A. cloud workflow request tools
B. cloud service automation tools
C. cloud service virtualization tools
D. cloud service management tools

Answer: D

QUESTION: 95
An enterprise is utilizing a cloud computing environment. They own the infrastructure and
are completely responsible for the management of all cloud services. What is the name of this
cloud deployment model?

A. hybrid cloud
B. private cloud
C. shared private cloud
D. private managed cloud

Answer: B

QUESTION: 96
Which capability will make it possible to migrate an enterprise application to a private cloud
environment?

A. elasticity of storage for the application
B. hands-free maintenance for the application
C. performance benchmark for the application
D. Software as a Service enablement of the application
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Answer: D

QUESTION: 97
A company is transitioning many of their applications to a public cloud. Which statement is
true concerning their application data and the public cloud?

A. They can move application data to the public cloud without further analysis.
B. They cannot move application data to the public cloud because the files require too much
space.
C. They must modify all their applications because data access mechanisms in the public
cloud are different.
D. They should carefully analyze legal and regulatory concerns for application data before
moving data to the public cloud.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 98
Which two components are part of the Business Support Services of the IBM Common
Cloud Management Platform Reference Architecture?

A. Governance
B. Entitlements
C. User Interface
D. Accounting and Billing
E. Analytics and Reporting

Answer: B, D
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